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1. Product Introduction of Hummingbird rotating candle 

holder 

1. Color hummingbird rotating candlestick. The color of the product is hand-painted on 
the metal surface, and the colorful hummingbirds are as realistic as real existence. 

2. After lighting the candle, the rising heat prompts the elephant to rotate and walk 
among the beautiful flowers and birds. 

3. It is very suitable for gifts and interior decoration, very beautiful and very ornamental. 

4. The rotating candle holder is made of stainless steel material, precise laser cutting, 
fine metal fittings, high-grade electroplating treatment, showing noble quality. 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Hummingbird 

rotating candle holder 

name Hummingbird rotating candle holder 

Material Stainless steel +glass plating 

 

Hummingbird Rotating Candle 
 

Shenzhen Jinzhen Technology is a professional 

factory producing rotating lantern candle holders, 

hummingbird rotating candle holder and metal home 

decorations for 12 years. 

The factory was established in 2011 and is located 

in Shenzhen, Guangdong, where the transportation 

is convenient. Our aim is rigorous unity and 

innovation. We are committed to strict quality control 

and considerate customer service. Our experienced 

staff will discuss your requirements with you at any 

time and ensure complete customer satisfaction. 

Adhering to the business principle of mutual benefit, 

we enjoy a good reputation among customers with 

its perfect service, high-quality products and 

competitive prices. If you have any new ideas or 

concepts about the product, please contact us. 

We are very happy to cooperate with you and finally 

bring you the products you are interested in. 
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Size 2.4*2.4*6.1inch, can custom size 

design OBM, OEM / ODM 

Color Hand painted technology. 

MOQ 800pcs 

usage 
christmas, thanksgiving, new year, weddings, parties, holiday decoration or 
other special events. 

Package Safe packing 

Sample 
time 

about 20 Working day 

Delivery 
time 

about 40-60 Working day 
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3. Product Feature and Application of Hummingbird 

rotating candle holder 

1. The hummingbird rotating candlestick is made of high-quality materials, hand-painted, 
bright in color, and beautiful. 

2. Thermal turbine rotation design, no power supply, just light a candle to generate power 
rotation. 

3. Exquisite and creative design, the elephant keeps walking in the candlelight when the 
candlestick is rotating, and the tall shadows are reflected around. 

4. This decorative candle holder is a perfect home decoration, which can highlight the 
table layout, add light to the dinner plate or decorate the house. 

5. Novel and beautiful candle holders add fresh flavor to your life. 

4. Product instructions of Hummingbird rotating candle 

holder 

nstructions For Use, Hummingbird rotating candle holder 
1. Unpack the Rotary Glass Candle Holder(RGCH)carefully and inspect all parts 

2. Put the spindle to metal ring then onto metal glass candle holder. 

3. Place the turbine on the metal tip of the spindle 

4. Hanging the hangers to the turbine by the hooks 

5. Light the tealight and the turbine will tum automatically 

6. Only use 3-hours(Standard)tealights for safety 

7. Light up the Rotary Glass Candle Holder(RGCH)for 3 hours then leave it for 15 
minutes 

8. Use only T-light, no big candle, and no night-lights 

5. Caution of Hummingbird rotating candle holder 

1. If the Rotary tealithg Cande Holder does not tum, blow out the tealight. Then 
*make sure the rotary candle holder stand is in balance 
*adjust the spindle straight and make it in the centre 
*make sure the spindle is seated in the hole inside the top of the turbine 
*place the rotary candle holder where there is no overhead obstruction which can restrict 
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airflow 
*move the rotary candle holder away from heating or air conditioning vents 

2. The metal turbine and metal tip are HOT, DO NOT TOUCH IT when it is operated! 

3. After blowing out the tealight, DO NOT TOUCH THE TURBINE for a while 

4. Indoor use only 

5. If the RGCH appears damaged, do not continue using it. 

6. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN &PETS 

7. Never leave a burning tealight unattended 

6. Product Details of Hummingbird rotating candle holder 

Accessories, 

1. 1X turbine blade 

2.1X stainless steel rod 

3.5X pendant 

4. 1X metal decorated candle cup 

5.1X metal ring base 

6.1X Manual 

7. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Hummingbird rotating 

candle holder 

1. The inner box is generally made of 350G paper, and brown, white, color, and gift 
boxes are available. 

2. The thickness of the outer box of the product is a 5-layer corrugated paper, an 
environmentally friendly carton without nails. 

3. It can provide various transportation methods such as air transportation, railway 
transportation and sea transportation. 

4. The delivery method can choose EXW, FOB, DDP, etc. 
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8. FAQ 

Q1: Are you manufacturer? 
A: professional factory to produce lantern, candle holder, and metal home decoration for 
more than 12 years. 

Q2: What is the payment way? 
A: Normally we accept T/T 30% deposit, the balance against the copy of the shipping 
documents. 

Q3: Can you do the Customized products for us? 
A1: Yes.We have a professional team with rich experience in this flied. 
A2: We can manufacture the products as your requirements. 
A3: You need to send us the pictures or tell us the size and shape details. 

Q4: Are you offer sample? 
A1:Yes.We can discuss the sample and freight cost fee. 
A2:Normally sample for free or discussed and but freight cost collect. 

Q5: What's your lead time? 
A: Normally 25-60 working days after deposit payment for customized order.(Based on 
actual quantity) 

Q6:Do you have quality control department? 
A: Yes, we have. Our QC department test the products strictly before we deliver. 
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